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CHAPTER-6 

 

COVERED INTEREST RATE ARBITRAGE PARITY (CIRAP) AND ‘EFFICIENCY’ 

OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE (RUPEE/DOLLAR) MARKET IN INDIA–FOR FUTURE 

STUDY WITH FORWARD RATES AND (ARIMA) FORECASTS ON THE BASIS OF 

WEEKLY EXCHANGE RATE DATASET.  

 

 

 

 

 

6.1   Introduction 

The Uncovered Interest Rate Arbitrage Parity (UIRAP) doctrine with respect to the 

relation between exchange rate and interest rate appears to hold good, as found in 

chapter-5, in the Indian Economy over the period concerned. However, for confirming 

the holding of UIRAP in Indian economy, a deeper probe needs to be taken in order to 

examine if the tenets of and other important resolutions from UIRAP truly hold in the 

economy. These tenets consist in exhibiting relationship between (i) exchange rates and 

corresponding forward rates, (ii) exchange rates and corresponding forecast (anticipated) 

exchange rate and (iii) forward rates and the corresponding forecast (anticipated) 

exchange rates etc. Moreover, the presence of risk premium; when the domestic currency 

(rupee) is considered to be a poor substitute for the foreign currency (dollar), significantly 

modifies the equilibrium condition under UIRAP. It is, therefore, pertinent to examine if 

such risk premium exists in Indian foreign exchange (rupee/dollar) market urging a 

significant compromise on the holding of UIRAP. 

6.2   Relevant Theoretical Issues: Resolutions from UIRAP Doctrine 

In ‘Interest Rate Parity Arbitrage’ analysis we deal with four macroeconomic variables       

like    st
′ = Weekly spot exchange rate (rupee/dollar) at time t. 

st+n
′ =  Weekle spot exchange rate which prevails at period (t + n)  

tE(st+n
′ ) =  tst+n

′e = Expected spot exchange rate to prevail at period (t+n), when 

expectation is formed at time t by the market agents like speculative & hedgers. 
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tFwt+n = One-month forward exchange for the period (t + n) quoted at time t i.e. the 

official expected spot rate for the period (t + n) quoted at time t (corresponding to weekly 

spot exchange rate) 

6.2.1   Relation between  𝐭𝐅𝐰𝐭+𝐧 and 𝐭𝐬′  𝐭+𝐧
𝐞 : 

Covered interest rate parity arbitrage doctrine holds that 

                                      tFwt+n = tE(s′t+n) = ts′t+n
e                                            (6.1) 

i.e, Forward Exchange Rate is the Unbiased Predictor of Future Spot Exchange Rate. 

6.2.2   Relation between 𝐭𝐬′𝐭+𝐧
𝐞  and 𝐬′𝐭+𝐧: 

In this analysis 

                                     tE(s′
t+n

) = tst+n
′e = E[s′t+n/Ω]                                     (6.2) 

where Ω = [s′t−i;  i = 1,2,3 … . . ] 

ts′t+n
e  is the minimum mean square error (MMSE) forecast for s′t+n by the market agent 

such that 

                           s′t+n = ts′t+n
e  + ϵt+n; ϵt+n ~ iid N (0, σϵ

2)                              (6.2a) 

Thus ts′t+n
e , an ARIMA (p, d, q) forecast for  s′t+n , virtually emerges as a ‘Rational 

Expectation Forecasts for s′t+n. 

6.2.3   Risk Premium & Forward Market Efficiency: 

If economic agents are risk average, they need some return for the risk which they bear 

while holding the risky foreign exchange. This additional return is the ‘risk premium’. In 

the event of the presence of risk premium, the equation (6.1) is modified to yield  s′t+n
e  = 

E st+n  
′ = tFwt+n+ RPt ; where, RPt = risk premium on foreign currency. Thus the forward 

rates may systematically over – or under predict the future actual exchange rate not 

because of exchange market efficiency but because of the presence of ‘risk – premium’. 

6.3   Objective of Study 

The study in this Chapter is an attempt to enquire into the tenets of the UIRAP Doctrine 

and the theoretical resolutions which follow from the UIRAP doctrine. More specifically, 

we seek to examine in the context of Indian foreign exchange market if 
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(xvii) the expected future spot rate is in parity with the corresponding future spot rate 

(xviii) the officially quoted forward exchange rate is the unbiased predictor of the 

future spot rate.   

(xix) the ARIMA (p, d, q) forecast for future exchange rates is in conformity with 

the actual future spot rate. 

(xx) CIRAP holds for rupee-dollar exchange rates over the period of study. 

6.4   Data: Nature, Period of dataset, Transformation and Sources 

The study is based on time series datasets on Rupee-dollar exchange rates and Forward 

Rate for Dollar quoted by RBI. The study involves weekly dataset on rupee-dollar 

exchange rates over the period (11th November, 2011 - 27th February, 2015) and the 

corresponding one month forward rates. Forward Rates were derived on the basis of the 

forward premium (in annualized percent) quoted by the RBI as given in section 3.1A. 

RBI Bulletins constitute the main source of these time-series datasets. The study uses the 

logarithmic transformation of the level datasets on the spot rate and the corresponding 

quoted one month forward rate.  

6.5   ARIMA Forecast For one - period ahead Future Exchange Rate: 

 Univariate stochastic structure for st
′ has been identified as ARIMA (1, 1, 0) such that  

st
′ = [(1-L) (1-φL)]-1ϵt; ϵt ~ iid N (0, σ2

ϵ) 

The estimated equation is  

                                (1-L) st
′ = 0.000311 + 0.293937(1-L) Lst

′                                (6.3) 

                                           SE      (0.000367)   (0.072957) 

                                            t         [0.845395]  [4.028890] 

                                          Prob        0.3991           0.0001 

R-squared = 0.087, Adjusted R-squared = 0.082, S.E. of regression = 0.004, Sum squared 

resid = 0.003, Log likelihood = 672.255, D.W stat = 1.97, Mean dependent var = 0.0004, 

S.D. dependent var = 0.0049, Akaike info criterion = -7.839, Schward criterion = -7.802, 

F-stat = 16.231, Prob(F-stat) = 0.000  
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Residuals (ϵt) of the estimated equation are white noise as evidenced from its correlogram 

presented through Figure - 6.1 

Figure: 6.1 

Correlogram of residuals from Equation (6.1) 

 

The estimated ARIMA (1, 1, 0) structure for st
′ as given by the equation (6.3) may be 

used for generating one – period ahead forecast for  st+1
′ . The forecast series is st+1

′e . Time 

plots of  st+1
′  series along with st+1

′e  series are being given by Figure – 6.2 below. 

Figure: 6.2 

Time Plots of (𝐬𝐭+𝟏
′ ----) and (𝐬′𝐭+𝟏

𝐞  ----) series 

               

It appears from the Figure – (6.2) that one – period ahead forecast for  st+1
′  i.e. s′t+1

e  

almost coincides with the corresponding actual st+1
′

. Basic statistics of the forecast error 

(et+1 =  st+1
′ - s′t+1

e ) are given in the Table – 6.1. 
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Table – 6.1 

Statistics of the Forecast Errors (et + 1) 

 

Mean value of et+1 almost collapses on zero and the very small standard deviation of et+1 

indicates that st+1
′e  series represents the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) forecast 

for st+1
′  . 

The estimated equation (6.3) may used to generate 4 – period ahead forecast for st+4
′ . The 

forecast series represent the series for  tEst+4
′ = st+4

′e . Time plots of  st+4  
′ series along with 

the corresponding 4 – period ahead forecast  st+4
′e  series are being presented through the 

figure – 6.3. 

Figure: 6.3 

Time Plots of (𝐬𝐭+𝟒
′ ----) Series and 4 – Period Ahead Forecast (𝐬′𝐭+𝟒

𝐞 ----) Series. 
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Figure – 6.3 shows that dynamic features of both the series are almost alike. Basic 

statistics of the corresponding forecast error (et+4 =  st+4
′  - s′t+4

e ) are being given by the 

Table – 6.2. 

Table – 6.2 

Basic Statistics of the Forecast Error (et+4) Series 

 

Table – 6.2 shows that the mean and standard deviation of the et+4 series almost coincide 

with zero. Jarque – Bera Test establishes normality of the series. Thus the et+4 series is 

virtually normal with zero mean and standard deviation equal to 0.004726. 

6.6   Cointegration Between  𝐬𝐭+𝟒
′ and 𝐬′𝐭+𝟒

𝐞  Series 

st+4
′ ~ I(1) and s′t+4

e  ~ I(1) series are found to be cointegrated. The estimated 

cointegration equation is 

                                            s′̂t+4 = 0.03116 + 0.982323  s′t+4
e                                   (6.4) 

  SE (0.019722)      (0.011203)  

     t   [ 1.577704]     [87.68693] 

                                                  Prob      0.1165         0.0000 

R-squared = 0.978, Adjusted R-squared = 0.978, S.E. of regression = 0.004, Sum squared 

resid = 0.003, Log likelihood = 673.505, D.W stat = 1.954, Mean dependent var = 1.760, 

S.D. dependent var = 0.032, Akaike info criterion = -7.853, Schward criterion = -7.817, 

F-stat = 7688.997, Prob(F-stat) = 0.000  

Correlogram of the residuals (ut+4) of the equation (6.4) is given by the Figure 6.4 
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Figure – 6.4 

Correlogram of Residuals(𝐮𝐭+𝟒)  of the Equation (6.4)  

 

Figure (6.4) testifies for the fact that residuals (ut+4) of the cointegrating equation 

[equation (6.4)] are ‘white noise’. Thus st+4
′  and s′t+4

e  series are cointegrated. 

The estimated equation (6.4) shows that  

(i) the constant term is not statistically different from zero (even at 10%) level. 

(ii) the regression coefficient, i.e, the coefficient of s′t+4
e  is statistically significant 

even at 1% levels and 

(iii) the absolute value of the coefficient is not statistically different from unity.  

It, therefore, follows that 

                                                     st+4
′  = s′t+4

e  + ut+4                                                (6.5) 

                                                       where ut+4 is white noise 

Consequently, equation (6.4) indicates that 4 – period ahead forecast  s′t+4
e  emerges as 

the ‘Rational Expectations’ forecast for st+4
′ .  

6.7   Relation Between Forward Rate (𝐭𝐅𝐰𝐭+𝟒) and the Expected Spot Rate (𝐬′𝐭+𝟒
𝐞 ) 

st+4
′e  = tE(st+4

′ ) series represents the 4 – period ahead forecasts at period t for the future 

exchange rates st+4
′  by the market agents like speculators and hedgers. However, Reserve 

Bank of India also makes forecasts at period t for st+4
′  by quoting one – month forward 

rate through weekly statements of forward premia (annualized percentage). These official 
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forecasts i.e, forward exchange rates (tFwt+4) series may be different from  st+4
′e   series. In 

such case scope of profit arbitrage emerges out of the forecast differentials. If s′t+4
e  

exceeds the corresponding (tFwt+4) rate , then market agents take a ‘Long position’ in the 

foreign exchange market at time t and hope for reaping profit by forward buying of dollar 

and selling dollar spot at the higher expected exchange rate at period (t+4). If, on the 

other hand, s′t+4
e  < (tFwt+4), market agent take a ‘short position’ in the foreign exchange 

market. Market agents hope for reaping profit by selling dollar forward and buying spot 

at (t+4) period. This calls for examining the relationship between  s′t+4
e  series and tFwt+4 

series in the Indian Foreign Exchange Market over the period of study. 

Time plots of s′t+4
e  series and (tFwt+4)series are being presented through the figure 6.5. 

Figure: 6.5 

Time plots of (𝐬′𝐭+𝟒
𝐞 ----) series and (𝐭𝐅𝐰𝐭+𝟒------) series 

           

Figure –6.5 shows that both the series possess almost the same dynamic texture and these 

series appear to share ‘common trends’ s′t+4
e  ~I(1) series and tFwt+4 ~ I(1) series, 

therefore, may be ‘cointegrated’. The estimated ‘cointegrating equation’ is  
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            tF̂wt+4= 0.010170 + 0.992541  st+4
′e                                    (6.6) 

                                             SE       (0.019901)   (0.11285) 

                                              t         [0.511028]   [87.94951] 

                                            Prob          0.6100         0.0000 

R-squared = 0.978, Adjusted R-squared = 0.978, S.E. of regression = 0.004, Sum squared 

resid = 0.003, Log likelihood = 673.382, D.W stat = 1.957, Mean dependent var = 1.763, 

S.D. dependent var = 0.032, Akaike info criterion = -7.852, Schward criterion = -7.815, 

F-stat = 7735.116, Prob(F-stat) = 0.000 

The residuals of the cointegration equation (6.6) constitute ωt+4  series. Correlogram of   

ωt+4   series is presented in Figure 6.6 

Figure – 6.6 

Correlogram of Residuals 𝛚𝐭+𝟒 from the Equation (6.6) 

 

The residuals appear to be ‘white – noise’ such that ωt+4  ~ iid N (0, σ2ωt+4). 

Consequently,  tFwt+4 and  st+4
′e  series are cointegrated.  

It is further observed from the estimated equation (6.6) that 

(i) the constant term in the regression equation is not statistically different from 

zero (even at 10% level). 

(ii) the regression coefficient is significant event at 1% level. 

(iii) the regression coefficient is not statistically different from unity. 
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All these observations indicate that 

(i) tFwt+4 = st+4
′e  + ωt+4                                                                                    (6.7) 

where ωt+4 ~ iid N (0, σ2 ωt+4)                                                                                   

and tFwt+4 ≅ st+4
′e                                                                                                                                                                                                                

or,    tFwt+4 ≅ tE(s′t+4) 

Therefore, there exists no scope for profit arbitrage in the Indian rupee / dollar foreign 

exchange market over the period (11th November, 2011 - 27th February, 2015).   

(ii) the absence of making profit through arbitrage testifies for the fact that foreign 

exchange market in India over the period of study was ‘efficient’. 

(iii) tFwt+4 ≅ st+4
′e  Indicates that ‘forward rate emerged as the unbiased predictor 

of future exchange rate’ in the Indian foreign exchange market over the period 

of study. 

6.8   Relation Between Forward Rate (𝐭𝐅𝐰𝐭+𝟒) Series and Spot Rate (𝐬′𝐭+𝟒) Series. 

Figure – 6.7 presents the time plots of Forward Rate tFwt+4 series and spot rate (s′t+4) 

series. Both the series exhibit the same type of dynamic texture over the period of study. 

Figure – 6.7 

Time plots of (𝐭𝐅𝐰𝐭+𝟒----) Series and (𝐬′𝐭+𝟒 ----) Series 

        

These series appear also to share the ‘common trend’ and, therefore, are cointegrated. The 

estimated cointegrated equation is   
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                                        tF̂wt+4 = 0.012111 + 0.991146  s′t+4                               (6.8) 

 SE       (0.020714)     (0.011748) 

    t         [0.584675]       [84.36468] 

 prob        0.5595             0.0000 

R-squared = 0.976, Adjusted R-squared = 0.976, S.E. of regression = 0.005, Sum squared 

resid = 0.004, Log likelihood = 666.230, D.W stat = 1.369, Mean dependent var = 1.762, 

S.D. dependent var = 0.032, Akaike info criterion = -7.723, Schward criterion = -7.687, 

F-stat = 6972.882, Prob(F-stat) = 0.000 

Correlogram of the residuals ut+4 of the equation (6.8) is given by the Figure (6.8) 

Figure – 6.8 

Correlogram of Residuals 𝐮𝐭+𝟒 of the Equation (6.8) 

 

ut+4 Series has been subject to ADF Unit Root Test with exogenous constant. The ADF 

test statistics = - 9.689490 which exceeds the corresponding 1% critical value (- 

3.468740). Therefore, there exists no ‘unit root’ in the ut+4  series and the series is 

‘stationary’ indicating  ut+4 ~ I (0). Consequently, tF̂wt+4 and st+4
′e  series are 

cointegrated. 

The estimated equation (6.8) shows that  

(i) the regression constant is not statistically different from zero (even at 10% 

level)  
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(ii) the estimated coefficient of st+4
′e  significant at 1% level. 

(iii) The absolute value of coefficient of st+4
′e  is not statistically different from one. 

These findings indicate that the equation (6.8) can be modified as 

                                 tFwt+4 ≅ st+4
′                                                       (6.9) 

Equation (6.9) shows that forward rate quoted at t for the period (t+4) virtually becomes 

equal to the actual spot rate at period (t+4) i.e.,  s′t+4 . Since the regression constant is not 

different from zero, there exists no risk premium in the forward exchange market. This 

further supports the findings that the forward exchange market in India was ‘efficient’ 

over the period (11th November, 2011 - 27th February, 2015).   

6.9   Further Test of Efficient Market Hypothesis for Indian Foreign Exchange  

Market: 

It may however be noted that residuals (ut+4) from the regression equation (6.8) are not 

‘white noise’ and these entail first order auto – correlation: This indicates that there exists 

the scope of predicting future errors on the basis of past errors. This would be a sign of 

foreign exchange market ‘inefficiency’ with the implication that there exist ‘unexploited 

profit’ opportunities’. 

Cumby and Obstfeld argue that the equation (6.8) needs to be estimated as follows:  

            s′t+4 − s′t+3 = a1 + a2(tFwt+4 −  s′t+3) + ut+4                          (6.10) 

Given REH as in equation (6.9) 

s′t+3 =  tFwt+3                                                   (6.11) 

Then equation (6.10) can be written as  

s′t+4 − s′t+3 = a1 + a2(tFwt+4 −  tFwt+3) + ut+4 

                   or,            ds′t+4 = a1 + a2dtFwt+4 + ut+4                                        (6.12)   

Since,  s′t+4 ~ I (1) and  tFwt+4 ~ I (1), we have ds′t+4 ~ I (0) and dtFwt+4 ~ I(0). 

.Consequently, ds′t+4 and dtFwt+4 series are ‘Cointegrated’ and the residuals from the 

‘cointegrating equation’ are ‘white noise’. 
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Cumby and Obstfeld hold that in the estimated equation 𝑎1̂ = 0 would imply 

simultaneously both the absence of ‘risk premium’ and ‘efficiency’ of the foreign 

exchange market. 

Again 𝑎2̂ = 1 would imply ‘rational expectation hypotheses’. Thus Cumby and Obstfeld 

hold that the estimation of equation (6.12) allows joint tests of ‘Market Efficiency’ and 

‘rational expectation hypotheses’.  

The estimated equation is  

ds′̂t+4 = - 7.62E-06 + 1.003520 d(tFwt+4)                            (6.13) 

                                        SE        (1.65E-05)   (0.003305) 

                                          T      [-0.460854]    [303.6811] 

                                          Prob      0.6455           0.0000 

R-squared = 0.9981, Adjusted R-squared = 0.9981, S.E. of regression = 0.0002, Sum 

squared resid = 7.91E-06, Log likelihood = 1208.919, D.W stat = 2.130, Mean dependent 

var = 0.0002, S.D. dependent var = 0.0050, Akaike info criterion = -14.033, Schward 

criterion = -13.997, F-stat = 92222.20, Prob(F-stat) = 0.000 

In the estimated equation (6.13) 

(i)  �̂�1 is not statistically different from zero even at 10% level. This testifies for 

the absence of ‘risk premium’ in the market and, therefore the ‘efficiency’ of 

Indian foreign exchange market. 

(ii)  �̂�2 is significant at 1% level and absolute value of �̂�2 is not statistically 

different from unity. This testifies that official forward forecasts are ‘Rational 

Expectations Forecast’ by nature. 

The time plots of ds′t+4 and  d(tFwt+4) series are being presented through the Figure 

(6.9). 
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Figure - 6.9 

Time plots of (𝐝𝐬𝐭+𝟒
′  -----) series and [𝐝(𝐭𝐅𝐰𝐭+𝟒)-----] series 

            

Figure (6.9) shows that one series appears to be almost superimposed on another 

implying d(tFwt+4) = dst+4
′  such that differences between those two series over time are 

not statistically significant. These further testify for the ‘absence of risk premium’ and for 

the ‘efficiency’ of Indian Foreign exchange market over the period of study.  

6.10   Summary of the Study in Chapter 6 

Univariate stochastic structure for the spot exchange rate (st
′) has been identified as 

ARIMA (I, I, 0). Estimated ARIMA (1, 1, 0) equation for st
′ has been used to generate 

one – period ahead forecast ( st+1
′e ) series and four – period ahead forecast (st+4

′e ) series. 

(i) st+1
′e ~ I (1) and s′t+1~ I(1) series are cointegrated. Similarly, st+4

′e ~ I (1) and 

s′t+4~ I(1) series are cointegrated. Forecast error (s′t+1 - st+1
′e ) series and 

(s′t+4- st+4
′e )  series are ‘white – noise’ which imply that these forecasts are 

Minimum Mean – Squared Error (MMSE) forecasts by nature. 

(ii) Again forecast errors, being ‘white – noise’, further imply that the forecasts are 

‘Rational’ such as  

s′t+1 =  st+1
′e + ϵt+1 

                                                   and  s′t+4 =  st+4
′e + ϵt+4 

                                          where ϵt+1 and  ϵt+4 are ‘white noise’.  
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(iii) st+4
′e  ~ I(1) and  tFwt+4 ~ I (1) are ‘cointegrated’ while residuals of the 

corresponding  equation are ‘white – noise’. This implies that forward rates      

( tFwt+4) are the unbiased predictor of the corresponding spot rate (s′t+4) such 

that  

                                                           tFwt+4 =  st+4
′e  

Thus the ‘Covered Interest Rate Arbitrage Parity (CIRAP) Doctrine’ appears to 

hold good in the Indian foreign exchange market over the period of study (11th  

November, 2011 - 27th February, 2015) 

(iv) d(tFwt+4) series and ds′t+4 series are found to be almost identical. Thus rate 

of change of exchange rate ds′t+4 equals the forward premium d(tFwt+4) in 

the Indian foreign exchange market over the period of study. 

(v) (a) In the equation of regression of ds′t+4 on d(tFwt+4) the regression 

constant is not different from zero. This implies the absence of risk premium in 

the foreign exchange market and, therefore the ‘efficiency’ of the market 

concerned over the period of study. 

(b) Again the coefficient of  d(tFwt+4) is not different from unity implying the 

holding of ‘Rational Expectation Hypothesis’ in case of official forward rate 

forecast for spot rate at period (t+4). 

6.11   Conclusion of the Study in Chapter 6 

The study, therefore, shows that in the Indian foreign exchange market over the period 

(11th November, 2011 - 27th February, 2015)  

(i) ARIMA forecasts like st+1
′e  and st+4

′e  are MMSE forecasts and these forecasts 

are ‘Rational’ by nature. 

(ii) CIRAP holds good such that forward exchange rate (tFwt+4) served as the 

unbiased predictor of the spot rate (st+4
′ ). 

(iii) there did exist no ‘risk premium’ in the rupee – dollar foreign exchange 

market. There was no scope for reaping arbitrage profit arising out of the 

differential between forward rate and corresponding spot rate. This testifies for 
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the ‘efficiency’ of Indian (rupee/dollar) foreign exchange market over the 

period of study.  
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